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realizes a harvest in period 1.  In the harvest period, there are two possible states,  { , }S b g  with
( )prob S b   . Output  ( )sf x  depends on the input choice and the realized state, with  ( ) ( )b gf x f x  
and 











0c Y x a     
(2)  1 ( )s sc f x ra    
Before making input decisions, the farmer receives a forecast of the state to be realized in period 1. The 
forecast is either B or G.  Let prob(S=b|B)=prob(S=g|G)=q, so that q is the skill of the forecast (Hamil and 
Juras, 2006).4 Conditional on the receipt of forecast  { , }F B G  the farmer’s decision problem is
(3)  0 1 1
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                
                 
 <0.  
det is the determinant of the Jacobian and is positive.  The inequality follows because
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1 1''( ) ''( )b gu c u c  ).  The second inequality is a consequence of (8).  An exactly parallel 
argument shows that input use increases with Y in the context of a good forecast as well. The sign of
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6 The simplification associated with this assumption is that if and only if .5  , the probability of a Bad (Good) 
forecast is invariant to changes in forecast accuracy. In general, 
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Map 1. Forecast Skill by District (REDS)
Map 2. Rice-Growing Areas by District (REDS)
Map 3. Rainfall CV by District (REDS)
Distributions of Planting Stage Investments
ICRISAT Panel, 2005-2011
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Figure  5 
Relationship Between Crop-Year Farm Profits and Kharif Planting Investments (x10-3), 
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Figure 11. Profits by  Forecast Skill and Scenario  
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics: ICRISAT Panel (2005-2011) and REDS Panel (1999 and 2006)
Variable Mean Sd
ICRISAT Panel 2005-2011
Kharif planting-stage investment (2005 rupees) 11949.7 13061.9
Annual profits (2005 rupees) 32700.8 61063.6
Total acres owned 8.68 7.44
Share irrigated acres .497 .376
Share acreage with soil depth 1-3 feet .647 .367
Share acreage with soil depth >3 feet .244 .376
June-September rainfall (mm) 507.7 318.2
CV rainfall .614 .205
Southern peninsula forecast (% of normal June-September rain) 96.4 2.77
Forecast skill (correlation, forecast and June-September rain) .267
Number of villages 6
Number of farmers 477
REDS Panel 1999 and 2006
Kharif planting-stage investment (2005 rupees) 11315.9 97899.3
Total acres owned 5.27 7.33
Share irrigated acres .637 .453
Share acreage with soil depth 1-3 feet .392 .471
Share acreage with soil depth >3 feet .268 .431
July-September rainfall (mm) 533.7 434.6
CV rainfall .269 .125
Area-specific forecast (% of normal June-September rain) 98.1 2.70
Forecast skill (correlation, forecast and June-September rain) .132
Farmer cultivates rice .510 .500
Number of villages 212
Number of farmers 2219
Table 2
Forecast Skill and Rainfall Characteristics, ICRISAT Villages 2005-2011, by Village
State Maharashtra Andhra Pradesh
Village Kalman Kanzara Kinkheda Shirapur Aurepalle Dokur
Mean July-September rainfall (mm) 415.8 582.5 571.1 360.9 586.4 525.4
CV July-September rainfall .753 .750 .736 .741 .488 .213
Skill (SP forecast-rainfall correlation) .451 .173 .193 .397 -.401 -.161
Table 3
Profit Function Estimates: The Returns to Planting-Stage Investments
(ICRISAT Panel, 2005-2011)







































÷ (2) test: investment x rainfall, investment squared x2
rainfall=0 [p]
- - - 8.15
[.017]
N 1667 1667 1667 1667
Absolute values of asymptotic t-ratios in parentheses. Specification also includes current-year annual and July-September rainfall, prior-year rainfall,
current-year and prior-year rainfall squared, and current-year rainfall and prior-year rainfall interacted with total landholdings, irrigated landholdings,
soil depth, and four soil types. The instruments include the rainfall forecast, its square and the rainfall forecast interacted with the soil and
landholding variables and annual and July-September rainfall.
Table 4
Rainfall Forecasts, Profits and Planting-Stage Investments
(ICRISAT Panel, 2005-2011)
Estimation method FE FE-IV






Forecast rain (t-1) - 303490
(2.68)
- - -
Forecast rain squared (t-1) 1534.4
(3.97)
- - -




































































N 1399 1399 974 425
Absolute values of asymptotic t-ratios in parentheses. Lagged profit specification also includes lagged
rainfall, lagged rainfall interacted with land size, irrigation share, and four soil types and the lagged and
contemporaneous forecasts interacted with land size, irrigation share, and four soil types. The investment
specification also include the forecast interacted with  land size, irrigation share, and four soil types. 
Table 5
Rainfall Forecasts, Forecast Skill and Log Planting-Stage Investments
(REDS Panel, 1999 and 2006)





































Forecast rain x rainfall CV - - - .00010
(0.75)
Forecast rain x skill x CV - - - -.00023
(0.86)










N 4438 4438 4438 4438




Savings Accounts of ICRISAT Households and Annual Interest Rates,
Weighted by Account Value
Account Interest Rate Mean Interest Rate SD Account Value (Rs)
Chit Funds 23.18 3.45 1,779,525
Co-operative Bank 5.97 1.33 1,297,245
LIC/PLI policies 8.14 2.17 3,117,557
National Bank 7.35 1.38 2,811,895
Others (GPF, etc.) 8.36 2.03 656,550
Post Office 8.40 2.33 492,600
Self Help Group 12.15 7.69 705,355
Total 10.44 6.49 10,878,727
